II. LINEAR PROBLEM
The steady-state oscillatory potential produced in a uniform and infinite collisionic's plasma by excitation at a frequency w 0 of a pair of closely-spaced, idealized grids, which produces an external oscillating charge density but intercepts no particles, is fjiven by <}»(x,t) = $(x)oxp(-iu 0 t) + complex conjugate, in which f»W*v~
CD
Here o fi is the amplitude of the surface-charge density on either grid and x Q is the separation between the j^rids; the dipolc limit, x Q + 0, °0 x o = const » * s considered, (""he effect of finite spacing between the grids is examined below.) The "plus" and "minus" dielectric functions are
given by ß in which the corresponding plasma dispersion functions are defined by (2) Z(f)= ' exp C-i )dt (3) when Im{c) is positive and negative, respectively, and by the analytic continuation of these integrals elsewhere. The functions Z + (c) have a branch-cut along the real axis; the situation may be understood by considering the integral to be the limit of an integral over the finite range -c to 
